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Develop. Inspire. Grow.

DIG is a core Pre-K program that
develops the whole child, inspires
big learning across all domains, and
grows early learners into confident
kindergarten-ready students.

Easy-to-follow video
demonstrations by Dr. Jean!

Why DIG is right for your Pre-K classroom
DIG's intentional design and balance of developmental and academic skills make kindergarten readiness
accessible for all children – and attainable by all teachers.

For Students

Develop

Inspire

Grow

For Teachers

DIG develops the whole child!
With a focus on foundational skills, DIG gives
Pre-K learners a strong skills base across all
learning domains.

DIG develops teachers!
With point-of-use tips, clear
instructional paths, and easyto-manage resources, DIG helps
teachers succeed every day.

DIG inspires big learning!
Delivered through predictable routines and
purposeful play, DIG empowers children with the
confidence to learn new things.

DIG inspires teachers!
DIG’s emphasis on creativity and
flexibility allows teachers to fully
customize and add their own flair to
the program.

DIG grows Pre-K learners toward Grade K!
DIG delivers a research-based sequence of
instruction in bite-sized chunks, providing
multiple opportunities to reinforce concepts and
solidify understanding.

DIG grows teachers!
Through expert tips, on-demand
training, and online demonstrations,
DIG continually supports teachers—
all year long!

DIG Complete Pre-K (ABR095000)..........$2,985.00

See for yourself how DIG grows
little learners toward kindergarten
readiness. Visit frogstreet.com/DIG
www.frogstreet.com 800.884.3764
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How is DIG Different?

The Letter People
Social
uses the power of The Letter People to make learning safe and fun while modeling
Emotional DIG
how to solve problems, resolve conflict, and build meaningful relationships.

Oral
Language
Math
Literacy

Daily Robust Vocabulary

DIG gives children multiple opportunities to build oral language through daily “Wow
Words,” hands-on practice, and home connections.

Daily Integrated Math

DIG offers daily math—and not just once, but three times a day—in whole group,
small groups, and integrated learning centers.

Daily Active Literacy

DIG’s literacy routines get children talking, singing, and moving their bodies as they
explore emergent reading with the help of Dr. Jean Feldman and The Letter People.

Dedicated Time to Assess
Progress
progress monitoring tools guide teachers to better lesson planning, consistent
Monitoring DIG’s
review and reteaching, and a greater awareness of each child’s progress.

Teacher
Support

Rich and Intuitive Resources

DIG’s flexible and accessible teacher resources are chock full of research-based best
practices, expert tips, and point-of-use guidance that help all teachers learn and grow.

DIG Math and DIG Oral Language & Vocabulary
Also ask
about DIG
"Moving Up To
Kindergarten"
$14.95

DIG Math is a targeted, stand-alone supplemental program that
builds foundational math concepts through hands-on activities,
engaging materials, and plenty of movement and play.
(Includes 2 unique Teacher Guides and strands from DIG Pre-K.)
Dig Math (ABR095200)..........$399.00

DIG Oral Language & Vocabulary is a targeted, stand-alone
supplemental program that focuses on helping Pre-K teachers bring
words to life in the classroom, no matter what curriculum is in place.
(Includes a unique Teacher Guide and strands from DIG Pre-K.)
Dig Oral Language & Vocabulary (ABR095250)..........$279.00

www.frogstreet.com 800.884.3764
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